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ABSTRACT

Intrusions of Atlantic Water cause basal melting of Greenlands marine ter-

minated glaciers and ice shelves such as that of Petermann Glacier, in north-

west Greenland. The fate of the resulting glacial meltwater is largely un-

known. It is investigated here, using hydrographic observations collected dur-

ing a research cruise in Petermann Fjord and adjacent Nares Strait on board

I/B Oden in August 2015. A three end-member mixing method provides the

concentration of Petermann ice shelf meltwater. Meltwater from Petermann

is found in all of the casts in adjacent Nares Strait, with highest concentration

along the Greenland coast in the direction of Kelvin wave phase propagation.

The meltwater from Petermann mostly flows out on the northeast side of the

fjord as a baroclinic boundary current, with the depth of maximum meltwater

concentrations approximately 150 m and shoaling along its pathway. At the

outer sill, which separates the fjord from the ambient ocean, approximately

0.3 mSv of basal meltwater leaves the fjord at depths between 100 and 300 m.

The total geostrophic heat and freshwater fluxes close to the glacier’s termi-

nus in August 2015 were similar to those estimated in August 2009, before the

two major calving events that reduced the length of Petermann’s ice tongue

by nearly a third, and despite warmer inflowing Atlantic Water. These re-

sults provide a baseline, but also highlight what is needed to assess properly

the impact on ocean circulation and sea level of Greenland’s mass loss as the

Atlantic Water warms up.
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1. Introduction32

Greenland glaciers are melting, increasingly quickly, in response to climate change (e.g. Zwally33

et al. 2011; Khan et al. 2014; Velicogna et al. 2014). The resulting extra freshwater contributes34

to current sea level rise (Nick et al. 2013), and can potentially disturb the North Atlantic ocean35

circulation (Swingedouw et al. 2009; Bamber et al. 2012). Yet, models cannot produce reliable36

sea level or circulation projections, for we know neither how much meltwater exits the Greenland37

fjords nor where it goes (Flato et al. 2013).38

Greenland’s marine terminating glaciers are becoming thinner and retreating due to changes39

caused by the warming of both the atmosphere and the ocean (Straneo et al. 2013). Among marine40

terminating glaciers, Petermann Glacier (PG) in northwest Greenland is one of the largest, with41

a floating ice tongue 48 km long, 17 km wide and 200 m thick at the terminus (Münchow et al.42

2014). PG recently lost approximately 20% of its ice tongue by calving in 2010 (Falkner et al.43

2011), and 20% more in 2012 (Münchow et al. 2014). Although visually dramatic, calving may44

not be the largest contributor to Petermann’s mass balance: observations suggest that up to 80%45

of its mass loss may be due to basal melting only (Rignot 1996; Nick et al. 2012; Enderlin and46

Howat 2013).47

Past hydrographic campaigns have shown that modified Atlantic Water from Nares Strait48

(Münchow and Melling 2008) intrudes into the fjord (Johnson et al. 2011), and under the ice49

tongue (Rignot and Steffen 2008). Over the comparatively warm and salty Atlantic Water lies a50

cold and fresh water mass alternatively called Arctic Water (Aagaard et al. 1981), Polar Water51

(Straneo et al. 2012) or Winter Water (Johnson et al. 2011). Both the modified Atlantic Water52

and the Winter Water have been advected from the Arctic (Coachman and Aagaard 1974) and into53
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Petermann Fjord (Straneo et al. 2012). For a review of the properties of these water masses in the54

vicinity of Greenland’s marine terminated glaciers, the reader is referred to Straneo et al. (2012).55

Remote sensing can provide estimates of how much meltwater is produced (Enderlin and Howat56

2013); however, these observations do not map pathways of the glacial melt waters. We here57

expand on the first oceanographic description of Petermann Fjord by Johnson et al. (2011) and58

provide a first assessment of the paths of its meltwater, inside and outside the fjord, based on59

the temperature and salinity data that we collected in August 2015 from I/B Oden. To do so,60

we use methods developed for the study of Antarctic ice shelves, where similarly the intrusion61

of relatively warm Circumpolar Deep Water under the ice causes melting. Gade (1979) showed62

that the temperature plotted as a function of salinity of water resulting from the melting of an ice63

shelf would align along a specific line (the so-called Gade line); Jenkins (1999) extended the Gade64

(1979) analysis to include the interaction with a third water mass. Wåhlin et al. (2010) and others65

have subsequently used the Gade line to define the presence of meltwater in the water column.66

The hydrographic data collected are detailed in section 2, along with our methods. We show67

where and how much meltwater from Petermann can be detected in our study area in section 3,68

and describe the circulation of this meltwater inside and outside the fjord in section 4. We conclude69

in section 5, after briefly comparing our results to those obtained by Johnson et al. (2011) based70

on data collected prior to Petermann’s recent calving events.71

2. Data and methods72

Figure 1 shows Petermann Fjord and adjacent Nares Strait in northwest Greenland at approxi-73

mately 81�N and 60�W. The glacier itself is located in the south-east of our study area and flows74

into the fjord that is orientated southeast - northwest. The floating ice tongue is currently about 4875

km long; for comparison, the location of the terminus in 2009 (Johnson et al. 2011) is indicated in76
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blue on Fig. 1. Petermann Fjord is separated from Hall Basin by a 500 m deep sill (Fig. 1, casts77

17 to 23). Hall Basin is part of Nares Strait which separates Greenland in the east from Canada’s78

Ellesmere Island in the west and connects the Arctic Ocean in the north to Baffin Bay in the south.79

The hydrographic measurements used in this study were collected in August 2015 on board the80

Swedish icebreaker Oden, during the geological/glaciological Petermann2015 expedition. Hy-81

drographic data were sampled with an SBE911+ ConductivityTemperatureDepth (CTD) system82

from Sea-Bird Electronics, Inc., (SBE). The temperature, conductivity and oxygen sensors were83

calibrated before and after the cruise. The CTD station positions are shown in Fig. 1. In-situ con-84

ductivity and temperature have been converted to conservative temperature Q (hereafter referred85

to as temperature) and absolute salinity SA (hereafter referred to as salinity) using the TEOS1086

equation of state (McDougall and Barker 2011). Oxygen concentration O2 was obtained only from87

cast 26 onwards (after 20 August 2015). Assuming that the terminus, at the end of the 48 km long88

ice tongue, is in hydrostatic balance, the ice draft at the terminus was approximated by multiplying89

by 9.34 the ice elevation data from NASA’s operation IceBridge (Münchow et al. 2014).90

For each cast, we assess the amount of meltwater produced from the melting of Petermann ice91

shelf by the underlying Atlantic Water using the three water mass mixture equation of Jenkins92

(1999). This calculation deduces the glacial meltwater concentration arising due to the melt of an93

ice shelf into a stratified watercolumn. It considers the effect of mixing between three different94

water masses on conservative properties of the mixture (here temperature, salinity and oxygen95

concentration). The three water masses involved in this calculation are the Atlantic Water (AW:96

Q = 0.28�C, SA = 34.93 g/kg, O2 = 6.58 ml/l, see Table 1); the cold and fresh water overlying97

AW that we refer to as Winter Water (WW: Q =�1.78�C, SA = 30.78 g/kg, O2 = 7.62 ml/l) for98

consistency with Johnson et al. (2011) and the Antarctic studies where this method has previously99

been used (e.g. Jenkins 1999; Wåhlin et al. 2010; Jacobs et al. 2011); and the effective properties100
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of PG, which we refer to as Petermann Glacier Water (PGW: Q = �91.45�C, SA = 0 g/kg, O2101

= 27 ml/l).102

For a water mass with hydrographic properties SA and Q, the concentration of melted ice shelf103

water is given by:104

meltwater content =
Q�QAW � (SA�SAAW )(QWW�QAW )

SAWW�SAAW

QPGW �QAW � (SAPGW�SAAW )(QWW�QAW )
SAWW�SAAW

. (1)

The conservative temperature and absolute salinity values for each of the three end-member wa-105

ter masses are summarized in Table 1, along with the corresponding potential temperature and106

practical salinity:107

• for AW, these were obtained from the hydrographic properties at depth in the fjord, which are108

fairly homogeneous below 500 m (Fig 2 and red on Fig. 3);109

• for WW, they were inferred from the hydrographic profiles (Fig 2) by linear extrapolation110

onto the freezing line;111

• for PGW, the temperature is a theoretical end-member that represents the latent heat needed112

to melt the ice from PG with AW (Jenkins 1999). Straneo et al. (2012) define it as:113

qPGW = q f �
L
cw

� ci

cw
(q f �qice), (2)

where q f =�2.37�C is fixed as the freezing temperature at the grounding line (Jackson and114

Straneo 2016), L = 333.55 kJ kg�1 is the latent heat of fusion, cw = 3.98 kJ kg�1 K�1 is the115

specific heat capacity of water and ci = 2.05 kJ kg�1 K�1 that of ice, and qice =�20�C. The116

uncertainty on the value is mostly caused by the range of depth of the grounding line of 500117

± 100 m (Rignot and Steffen 2008). The corresponding conservative temperature is obtained118

from the “Gade-like relationship” of McDougall et al. (2014):119

SA
dQ
dSA

|p=0 dbar = Q� hice

cw
, (3)
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where hice is the enthalpy of the ice with temperature qice. McDougall et al. (2014) showed120

that the uncertainty on QPGW is only 0.15% when working with this simple equation for the121

surface instead of the more complex equation for a pressure of 500 dbar (corresponding to122

the grounding line).123

Varying the properties of the AW and WW end-members within the ranges found in the study124

area (Table 1) results in up to 30% difference in the meltwater content. The meltwater content is125

increased if AW and/or WW are lighter (fresher and/or warmer) and decreased if they are denser126

(saltier and/or colder) than the reference values shown in Table 1. The meltwater content is not127

sensitive to changes in the PGW temperature.128

The same method was applied to the casts 26 to 46 (Fig. 1) where the oxygen concentration129

is available. The AW oxygen end-member value (Table 1) was obtained from the hydrographic130

properties in the fjord as for the temperature and salinity (Fig. 4). The PGW value of 27 ml/l131

is given by, for example, Johnson et al. (2011); its uncertainty was estimated by fitting the Gade132

line to the T-O2 and S-O2 diagrams (Fig. 4). The WW value was inferred by linear extrapolation133

using the temperature and salinity WW values and the T-O2 and S-O2 diagrams (Fig. 4). For134

these casts, the meltwater content was calculated using the three end-member method of equation135

1 three times:136

• with the temperature and salinity (as for the all the other casts, black lines on Fig. 5);137

• with the temperature and oxygen concentration (blue lines on Fig. 5);138

• with the salinity and oxygen concentration (orange lines on Fig. 5).139

An agreement between the three calculations indicate that our estimates are robust, while diver-140

gence –as is often seen in the top 100 m of our casts (Fig. 5), indicates a degenerescence of the141

three end-member method, for example due to the presence of another water mass or a surface142
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flux. While below about 100 m water mass properties are set purely by mixing between AW, PGW143

and WW, properties higher in the water column are affected also by surface processes such as144

heating and cooling, and sea-ice formation and melt.145

Geostrophic velocities were calculated as in Johnson et al. (2011). The thermal wind equation146

was used to give vertical shear relative to the bottom, and a uniform small (barotropic) compen-147

sating velocity was added to ensure a net zero volume flux across the measured section. This is a148

reasonable assumption in fjords with little run off, such as Petermann (Jackson and Straneo 2016).149

3. Meltwater detection150

We first assess whether any meltwater can be detected inside and outside Petermann Fjord us-151

ing the three end-member mixing method of Jenkins (1999) for the melting of glacial ice into a152

stratified watercolumn (equation 1). Figure 2 shows temperature-salinity plots of the casts inside153

and outside the fjord. Inside the fjord (Fig. 2a), all casts show similar characteristics below 50 m154

depth: the points are arranged along two approximately straight lines in TS space, which intersect155

around 150 m depth. Cast 30, taken at a location where a part of the ice tongue broke off at the156

beginning of the cruise, is the only one not having a clear straight line between 50 and 150 m,157

but rather a series of wiggles (dots with a cyan center on Fig. 2a), indicative of active mixing158

processes and interleaving, possibly an adjustment to the removal of the ice. For all casts inside159

the fjord, the intersection between the two lines occurs between -0.4 and -0.3�C and around 34.6160

g/kg (Fig. 2a). Outside the fjord most casts have T-S properties similar to those inside the fjord161

(Fig. 2b).162

Figure 3 shows one of the profiles from inside the fjord along with the AW-WW and AW-PGW163

(also known as the Gade line, from Gade 1979) mixing lines. As can be seen, the deep water164

masses have points on the Gade line indicating that the water is made of a “pure” mixture between165
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AW and basal meltwater only. This is a feature common to all the casts inside the fjord (Fig. 2a).166

All the casts depart from the Gade line higher in the watercolumn, although the properties of the167

corresponding departure point or kink evolve with distance from the glacier (Fig. 2). Inside the168

fjord the kink point is fresher and colder. This kink is a clear break in the slope of the T-S diagram:169

the water below it is on the Gade line but the water above it tends towards WW in a second straight170

line (Fig. 3a). This means that only two consecutive water masses mix: AW with basal meltwater,171

then the meltwater-AW mixture with WW. A kink in the T-S plot is seen in hydrographic data172

close to many marine-terminating glaciers in Greenland (Straneo et al. 2012).173

The hydrographic profiles close to the coast of Ellesmere Island (Canada), on the west side of174

Nares Strait, are significantly different (dots with a purple center on Fig. 2b), aligning mostly along175

one line of slope -1.6�C / g/kg and not exhibiting any clear break in slope: these correspond to the176

water flowing through Nares Strait from the Arctic (e.g. Münchow and Melling 2008; Johnson177

et al. 2011). Absolute salinity/oxygen concentration and conservative temperature/oxygen con-178

centration diagrams show that these casts in the Arctic outflow are made up of different water179

masses than the other casts (Fig. 4, grey dots are the Arctic inflow). Note that Fig. 4 shows only180

the oxygen concentration from cast 26 onwards, since a pump failure rendered all oxygen mea-181

surements before that unreliable. The Arctic outflow casts have low-salinity, low-oxygen waters182

from 50 to 200 m depth (Fig. 4a), and are the coldest and least oxygenated that we measured183

during the whole expedition (Fig. 4b, as low as -1.5�C for 6.55 ml/l). For all the other casts and184

for salinities greater than 34 g/kg (deeper than 100 m), the salinity/oxygen diagram follows a slope185

that intercepts the oxygen axis (S=0) at around 27 ml/l (colored dots on Fig. 4a). This is consistent186

with mixing between AW and the freshwater that results from the melting of the ice shelf, where187

the trapped air bubbles dissolve into the mixture (Jenkins 1999).188
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The meltwater content obtained using equation 1 differs for casts inside and outside of the fjord189

(Fig. 5). Since the surface waters are affected by water mass transformation such as cooling, pre-190

cipitation and sea ice processes (as shown by the large differences between the three calculations,191

Fig. 5), we neglect the region above 100 m from our analysis. The maximum value inside the fjord192

is about 1% (Fig. 5, casts 30 to 33), which is consistent with the meltwater content obtained by193

Johnson et al. (2011) in Petermann Fjord and in agreement with the theoretical maximum value of194

1% per degree above freezing of AW found by Jenkins (1999). The values found in the fjord are195

consistent throughout the three calculations (temperature and salinity, black line, temperature and196

oxygen, blue line, and temperature and salinity, orange line, Fig. 5), hence robust, which indicates197

that the assumption of mixing between the three water masses with the specified temperature,198

salinity and oxygen concentrations is valid. Straneo et al. (2013) suggest that the poorly under-199

stood, small scale processes that control the rate of heat delivery from the ocean to the floating ice200

tongue might be the factor limiting the meltwater content.201

Outside the fjord, the maximum meltwater content is smaller (of order 0.5%, e.g. cast 36 Fig.202

5). The thickness of the meltwater layer decreases with the distance from the fjord. One pos-203

sibility is that as the meltwater-laden outflow moves away from the glacier it gradually mixes204

with lighter ambient water. Another possibility is that some of the meltwater escapes in a narrow205

coastal current that was not captured by our survey, since no casts were taken sufficiently close to206

the coast (the Rossby radius, and hence the expected width of such a current, is estimated to be207

approximately 4.5 km, based on a 100 m thick meltwater layer).208

Integrating the meltwater content obtained with the temperature and salinity for all casts from209

100 m to 500 m (maximum depth of the sill) provides the equivalent freshwater height of this210

meltwater. This amount varies substantially inside the fjord (Fig. 6) with the largest values found211

on the northeastern side and closest to the terminus, consistent with the local anticlockwise circu-212
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lation deduced by Johnson et al. (2011) (the geostrophic circulation during our survey is discussed213

further in section 4). Varying the properties of the AW and WW end-members within the ranges214

found in the study area (Table 1) results in up to 30% difference in the meltwater content. These215

differences are consistent throughout our study area and do not change the main results about the216

circulation and meltwater flux. Outside the fjord, the meltwater freshwater height decreases with217

distance from the mouth of Petermann Fjord. However, the casts close to Ellesmere Island, in218

the Arctic outflow through Nares Strait, have larger meltwater freshwater height: just under 1 m,219

compared with 0.45 m in central Hall Basin and 1.2 m close to the glacier terminus inside the fjord220

(Fig. 6). This is likely due to the presence of a fourth water mass (as discussed above), as can be221

seen on Fig. 5 where the three lines for the calculations based on the three end-member equation222

diverge (Fig. 5, casts 45 and 46). It could also be an artefact of the sea-ice rich waters coming223

from the Arctic Ocean, and whose signature on the T-S diagram match those of glacial meltwater224

(Moore and Wallace 1988).225

4. Meltwater circulation226

Our measurements included two synoptic sections, one at the glacier’s terminus and for the first227

time one at the sill, allowing us to compute the geostrophic velocity through these sections. The228

distance between the casts at the sill is less than 3 km, and less than 2 km at the terminus, so that229

we can resolve the Rossby radius of deformation of about 4.5 km for a 100 m thick meltwater230

layer. Note also that the deformation radius is about four times smaller than the fjord width at231

the sill; it is possible that significant amounts of meltwater leaves the fjord in a coastally-trapped232

boundary current. Due to logistical constraints, we lack temperature and salinity values for the top233

10 m of the water column, as well as within 5 km of each side of the fjord.234
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At the glacier’s terminus, the isopycnals rise towards the southwestern side (Fig. 7a, towards235

the right), associated with an outwardly directed geostrophic flow at the surface, that weakens and236

reverses direction at depth. Below 200 m, this water flowing into the cavity under the ice shelf237

(Fig. 7b, negative values) contains hardly any meltwater (Fig. 7c): this is the modified Atlantic238

Water which ventilates the fjord (Johnson et al. 2011). On the northeastern side of the fjord, in239

contrast, between about 100 and 280 m, water with a large concentration of glacial meltwater is240

leaving the under-ice cavity (left of Fig. 7b and c). This is in agreement with the larger integrated241

meltwater content found on the northeastern side compared with the southwestern side of the242

terminus section in Fig. 6.243

Everywhere on the terminus section, there is a core of meltwater-rich waters between 150 and244

200 m depth (Fig. 7c). This depth does not seem to vary with the draft of the ice shelf, which245

is locally reduced to about 60 m by under ice channels running parallel to the ice shelf over its246

entire length (gray line on Fig. 7c). The relatively uniform distribution of meltwater suggests that247

melting is not occurring in the crests of the under-ice channels, but rather at greater depths, and248

that horizontal mixing processes are acting to distribute basal meltwater once it emerges at depth249

from under the ice.250

The geostrophic velocity field suggests a second outflow of meltwater above 200 m on the south251

west side of the terminus section. It is possible that this is associated with the basal channel252

located at approximately 7 km from the start of the section. In a modelling study of the ocean253

circulation under an idealized Petermann ice tongue, Millgate et al. (2013) showed that we might254

expect meltwater outflows to exit the under-ice cavity on the north east side of each channel.255

Close to the surface and to the fjord walls we do not expect the flow to be in geostrophic balance256

due to the importance of friction and wind forcing. The velocity field in the upper 100 m also257

seems to feature eddies (Fig. 7b), possibly associated with the surface runoff that we observed,258
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also observed in 2009 (Johnson et al. 2011) and via remote sensing (e.g. Nick et al. 2012). The259

strong velocities visible in this snapshot may hence not be indicative of the time-mean flow.260

There is some spatial variability in the integrated meltwater content at casts in the centre of the261

fjord between the terminus and the sill (Fig. 6). At the sill, however, the integrated meltwater262

content between 100 m and 500 m decreases monotonically from the northeast side of the fjord.263

Although we have no measurements close to the fjord walls, the strongest integrated meltwater264

content on the northeast side of the sill suggests that the basal meltwater is exiting the fjord as a265

baroclinic flow on the northeastern side, keeping the coast to its right. This is in accordance with266

large-scale rotating fluid dynamics.267

At the sill, the hydrographic properties (Fig. 8a) and geostrophic velocities (Fig. 8b) again268

suggest an inflow of Atlantic Water to the fjord at depths below about 150 m. This inflow par-269

ticularly seem to occur on the southwest side of the fjord where no meltwater is observed in this270

depth range (Fig. 8), but the three end-member method degenerates there due to comparatively271

high oxygen concentrations of the more recently ventilated inflowing waters (Fig. 5, cast 34).272

There is a meltwater-rich outflow on the northeastern side of the sill section (likely also extending273

northeast of our section to the coast itself) in the approximate depth range 75 m to 250 m, with274

a second outflow through a narrow band higher in the watercolumn over the southwestern half of275

the section, where there are higher peaks of meltwater concentrations (up to 1%).276

We can infer from Fig. 6 that, once outside the fjord, the meltwater from the northeastern side277

of the sill first turns north and follows the Greenland coast. This outflow seems to extend to the278

middle of Hall Basin, where our only cast (40) contains large and robust meltwater concentrations279

between 120 and 300 m depth (Fig. 5). It also seems feasible that basal meltwater leaving the280

fjord closer to the centre of the sill either turns right or recirculates in the small cyclonic gyre281

detected by Johnson et al. (2011) before re-entering the fjord on the southwestern side. The latter282
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is consistent with the robust comparitively large meltwater concentrations encountered between283

100 and 300 m in casts 37 to 39 (Fig. 5 and circled area on Fig. 6).284

In Hall Basin, the flow is generally southward and strongest along the coast of Ellesmere Island,285

with a northward component along the coast of Greenland (Münchow and Melling 2008). Hence,286

for the casts that have a large meltwater content that does not come solely from Petermann Fjord287

(see casts 45 and 46 on Fig. 5, and Fig. 6 by Ellemere Island), the additional freshwater source288

is probably located upstream, in the Arctic. It could also come from Ellesmere Island itself,289

although all glaciers in the vicinity of Hall Basin terminate on land and hence could not feed these290

casts with basal meltwater. Alternatively, this seemingly strong glacial meltwater content close to291

Ellesmere Island could be an artefact caused by sea ice melt further upstream (Moore and Wallace292

1988). No section was performed this year across Kennedy Channel to track the water leaving293

Hall Basin towards the south. However, it should be noted that in our analysis, no cast was found294

that contained zero meltwater (even when using the densest values of the end-members), hence295

we can assume that some meltwater from Petermann must leave Hall Basin through the mostly296

southward flow.297

5. Discussion and conclusions298

In the present paper we have observed for the first time the path of the meltwater from the299

Petermann floating ice tongue. Geostrophic velocities and meltwater distributions suggest an anti-300

clockwise circulation, with inflow of Atlantic Water towards the glacier below about 200 m on the301

southwestern side of the fjord, and outflow of meltwater-enriched water higher in the watercol-302

umn, particularly on the north-eastern side. This is consistent with rotational fluid dynamics, for303

which the flow is along depth contours with a coast or shallow water on its right in the Northern304

hemisphere. A similar pattern was inferred in Johnson et al. (2011) from the meltwater distribu-305
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tion and geostrophic velocities along a single section, but is here complemented by quantitative306

estimates of the basal meltwater concentration spanning a large portion of the (now larger) fjord,307

including the first hydrographic section conducted at the sill. Inside the fjord the meltwater layer308

behaves like a sub-surface but relatively buoyant baroclinic flow and travels from the terminus to309

the sill with the coast on its right (Fig. 6). Outside the fjord, the majority of the meltwater appears310

to follow the coastline towards the Arctic, but we also identified a potential gyre which could re-311

inject some meltwater into the fjord via the southwestern side of the sill. Since the Rossby radius is312

about 4.5 km and most of the freshwater is likely contained in a boundary current within a couple313

of kilometres of the coast, future sections should include casts closer to the coast.314

PG was extensively studied after the 2007 and 2009 hydrographic surveys by Johnson et al.315

(2011). Petermann then calved dramatically, in 2010 and 2012. In 2009, Petermann ice shelf was316

approximately 70 km long by 16.6 km wide (Johnson et al. 2011). The thickness of the ice tongue317

decreased from 600 m at the grounding line to about 50 m at the terminus (Rignot and Steffen318

2008). The glacier was flowing at about 1130 m yr�1 (Johnson et al. 2011), resulting in a net319

freshwater flux F out of the fjord due to glacial melting between the terminus and the grounding320

line of 0.32 mSv .321

The 2015 values are given by Münchow et al. (2014): the length of Petermann ice tongue was322

only approximately 48 km, for an unchanged width; the thickness of the ice tongue was unchanged323

at the grounding line, but around 200 m at the terminus; and the glacier speed at the grounding line324

had accelerated to 1250 ± 90 m yr�1. This results in a net glacial meltwater flux out of the fjord325

of 0.26 mSv. Although the glacier now flows faster, it thins by a smaller amount before reaching326

its calving front (400 m compared to 550 m in 2009), which results in a similar flux F, considering327

the uncertainties on the glaciological measurements.328
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Following Johnson et al. (2011), we compute the heat flux from the ocean, Q, needed to melt ice329

at this rate F:330

Q = riF(L+ ciDQ), (4)

where ri = 917 kg m�3 is the mean density of ice, L = 333.55 kJ kg�1 is the latent heat of fusion,331

ci = 2.05 kJ kg�1 K�1 is the specific heat capacity of ice, and DQ = Q f �Qice is the difference332

between the fixed freezing temperature, chosen as that at the grounding line (Jackson and Straneo333

2016), and the temperature of ice (taken as -20�C). In 2009, Q = 1.1⇥1011 W; in 2015, this flux334

is 0.88⇥1011 W. Assuming that the ice shelf melting occurs entirely due to Q (i.e. neglecting any335

surface melting) and over the whole area of the ice tongue, an average heat flux of 97 W m�2 was336

required in 2009, and of 111 W m�2 in 2015 (i.e. a 15% increase).337

Although the geostrophic velocity field represents a snapshot, and does not span the entire338

width of the fjord, we calculate a first-order estimate of the ocean heat flux in the fjord using339

the geostrophic velocities in Figs. 7 and 8. The geostrophic heat flux Qg (Johnson et al. 2011) is340

Qg =
Z

A
rwcw(Q�Q f )ugdA, (5)

where A is the area of the section, rw = 1027 kg m�3 is a reference density of water, cw = 3.98341

kJ kg�1 K�1 is the specific heat capacity of water, ug is the along-fjord component of geostrophic342

velocity, and Q f is the freezing temperature at the grounding line. Using the geostrophic velocity343

field in Figure 8b, we find a net heat flux during the 2015 survey of Qg = (5.0± 0.5)⇥ 1011 W344

crossing our measured section at the sill (entering the fjord), of which about (2.5 ±0.5)⇥ 1011
345

W is below 100 m and continues across the terminus section (and hence into the sub-ice-shelf346

cavity). The uncertainty values given here are based on different choices of interpolation and347

reference level when estimating the geostrophic velocities, and are likely underestimates of the348

real uncertainty in the heat flux given that our snapshot section does not span the entire fjord width,349
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and that the flow may not be geostrophic. Nevertheless, as in 2009, there is ample heat coming350

into the fjord to accomplish the observed melting of Petermann ice shelf (Qg > Q). Excess heat351

may be lost to the atmosphere, to sea ice, or to the vertical calving front.352

The geostrophic freshwater flux Fg is353

Fg =
Z

A
(1�SA/SAW )ugdA. (6)

At the terminus, the flux Fg across our measured section, directed away from the ice, is about 3.2354

± 0.3 mSv, of which 2.5 ± 0.3 mSv is below 100 m. Again, the 10% uncertainty quoted here355

comes from the uncertainty on ug. At the sill, the total freshwater flux is larger (about double), of356

which 2.0 ± 0.2 mSv is below 100 m. These numbers are an order of magnitude larger than the357

subglacial melt (F) inferred from the ice discharge, due to the large number of other freshwater358

sources including terrestrial run-off and sea-ice melt. Note also that Fg is a summer snapshot, in a359

fjord with a strong seasonal cycle (Rignot and Kanagaratnam 2006), whereas F is the annual aver-360

age. Only from long-term, year-round observations could we properly conclude on their relative361

magnitudes.362

We can estimate the flux of glacial meltwater arising only due to oceanic melting of the ice363

shelf by integrating the meltwater concentration multiplied by the geostrophic velocity over each364

section, i.e.365

Fmelt =
Z

A
melt.content ⇥ug dA. (7)

The net meltwater flux crossing the terminus section is 0.28 ± 0.03 mSv, and that crossing the sill366

section is 0.34 ± 0.03 mSv. These numbers are close to the estimate of subglacial melt inferred367

from ice discharge (F), despite the fact that they do not cover the entire fjord cross-section. In368

particular, we lack measurements close to the wall where a large amount of this geostrophic flow369

is likely to lie.370
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Johnson et al. (2011) hypothesized that the presence of relatively buoyant, cold WW beneath the371

ice shelf in 2009 was forcing the rising plume of melt-influenced water to detach from the bottom372

of the ice shelf, preventing basal melting from occurring once the base of the ice shelf rose above373

the base of the WW layer at approximately 150 m depth. Since the 2009 survey, the ice tongue374

has retreated by more than 20 km. Since the portion of the ice shelf that calved in 2010 and 2012375

had a draft less than 100 m over much of its length, its base was in the portion of the water column376

occupied by WW, and it was therefore likely not melting much (Johnson et al. 2011), which could377

explain why the meltwater concentration has not significantly changed between 2009 and 2015.378

Also, despite the fact that the inflowing Atlantic Water is now 0.28�C (Tab. 1) and hence warmer379

by about 0.1�C compared to 2009 (0.19�C), we might expect that the glacial meltwater export has380

not changed much, since in both 2009 and 2015 surveys we saw that the availability of ocean heat381

did not seem to be the factor limiting the melt rate of the ice shelf.382

The thickness of Petermann ice shelf at its terminus in 2015 was about 200 m, and hence WW383

can no longer be expected to insulate the ice from melting by the comparatively warm Atlantic384

Water below (except, perhaps, in the crests of the basal channels, which now extend all the way385

to the terminus). We might therefore expect the ice shelf to be more sensitive to changes in386

ocean temperature in the future. In order to predict future melt rates we will need to advance our387

understanding of ice-ocean interactions in marine-terminating glaciers, which remains plagued388

by unknowns. For example we do not know what controls the stratification in the fjord and the389

properties of WW: is it the atmospheric forcing, the inflow of surface waters from the Arctic, the390

surface run-off from the ice shelf, or a combination of all three? We also do not know the details of391

the circulation in the under-ice shelf cavity, the role of under-ice topography in focusing the flow,392

or the small-scale processes at the ice-ocean interface where melting takes place. The amount393

of glacial surface meltwater discharged from the base of the glacier at the grounding line is also394
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unknown. This cannot be detected with the three end-member mixture equation since it is already395

liquid when it mixes with AW. These unknown processes are summarized in Fig. 9, where we also396

highlight the changes between 2009 and 2015.397

An important observation that we lack is an estimate of the variability of the meltwater discharge398

and pathways. Repeat sections, but also year-round and longer term monitoring is key to assessing399

this, and also to understanding the relationship between the properties and fate of the meltwater,400

the stratification in the fjord and the geometry of the glacier. Two types of sensors have been401

deployed during the Petermann 2015 expedition to try and fill this gap in our understanding of ice-402

ocean interactions in Petermann Fjord. Conductivity-Temperature sensors are moored under the403

ice shelf (Münchow et al. submitted), while LoTUS temperature buoys (www.lotussensing.com)404

are anchored on the bottom of the fjord near the sill and the terminus. Both systems are already405

sending back data, and should lead to an estimate of the variability of the ocean in Petermann406

Fjord, on daily to yearly timescales. Continued, long-term monitoring of Greenland’s marine-407

terminating glaciers is needed to understand their melting and to track their meltwater. This is408

essential if climate models are to include a reliable, interactive ice sheet component and make409

accurate projections of Greenland melt, together with its impact on global ocean circulation and410

sea level rise (Flato et al. 2013).411
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TABLE 1. Sea water properties used in the three water masses mixture equation, range of these values in

Petermann Fjord and Hall Basin, and corresponding potential temperature and practical salinity.

500

501

water mass Q (�C) SA (g/kg) O2 (ml/l) Potential temperature (�C) Practical salinity

Atlantic Water AW 0.28 ±0.02 34.93 ±0.02 6.58 ±0.01 0.29 ±0.02 34.77 ±0.02

Petermann Glacier Water PGW -91.45 ±0.14 0.00 27.00 ±0.50 -93.04 ±0.04 0.00

Winter Water WW -1.78 ±0.09 30.78 ±0.40 7.62 ±0.15 -1.79 ±0.08 30.63 ±0.40
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FIG. 1. Location of all the CTD casts of the Petermann2015 expedition, overlaying the MODIS-Terra reflec-

tivity map from 11 August 2015. Red contours are 250 m, 500 m, 750 m and 1000 m isobaths obtained from

the IBCAO-3 bottom topography (Jakobsson et al. 2012) augmented by 2009 and 2012 echo-sounder surveys.

Blue line indicates the location of the casts performed at the then-terminus in 2009. In the top right corner,

Petermann Fjord in relation to the rest of the world: arrow indicates the glacier, red square our 2015 study area

(after Norman Einstein for Wikipedia Commons).
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FIG. 5. Profiles of meltwater content with depth for casts 27 to 46 (see location on Fig. 1), ordered according

to their distance from the terminus. Black line is obtained using only temperature and salinity, blue dashed line

using temperature and oxygen concentration, and orange line using salinity and oxygen concentration.
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FIG. 6. Map of the meltwater content integrated between 100 and 500 m (i.e. equivalent freshwater depth),

along with approximate contours.
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FIG. 7. Cross-section close to the glacier’s terminus, looking into the fjord towards the glacier (casts 14 to 8).

Contours with depth and distance from the north east side of a) density, b) geostrophic velocity (vertical shear

relative to the sea floor + uniform barotropic correction) and c) meltwater content. Gray line on each panel is

the draft of the ice shelf (after Münchow et al. 2014). Positive velocities are directed out of the fjord.
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FIG. 8. Cross-section at the sill, looking into the fjord towards the glacier (casts 17 to 23), contours with depth

and distance from the north east side of a) density, b) geostrophic velocity (vertical shear relative to the sea floor

+ uniform barotropic correction) and c) meltwater content. Positive velocities are directed out of the fjord.
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FIG. 9. Schematic of what has changed in Petermann Fjord since the study of Johnson et al. (2011). Cap-

ital letters indicate phenomena that probably have an impact on the dynamics of Petermann Fjord, but whose

magnitude is unknown in our study.
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